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is relatively compact in F0, i.e. its closure in F0 is compact, hence closed
in F, and therefore equal to its closure in F. This shows that t?(B) is contained
in F0 and relatively compact in that space. Q.E.D.
(11.2.10) Let E be a normed space, F a Banach space, (un) a sequence of
mappings in &(E; F) (Section 5.7) which converges to u in £*(E; F). Then, if
every un is compact, u is compact.
Let B be any bounded set in E; as F is complete, all we have to do is to
prove that w(B) is precompact (3.17.5). Now B is contained in a ball ||x|| ^ a;
for any b > 0, there is nQ such that n ^ nQ implies \\u - un\\ ^ &f2a, and there-
fore (by (5.7.4)) \\u(x) - un(x)\\ < 8/2 for any x e B. But as wno(B) is precom-
pact, it can be covered by finitely many balls of centers y}- (1 <y ^ 777) and
radius 8/2. For any x e B, there is therefore ay such that \\uno(x) — yj\\ < e/2,
hence \\u(x) — yj\\ < a, and the balls of centers y^ and radius e cover w(B).
Q.E.D.
In particular, any limit in JSf(E; F) of a sequence of mappings of finite
rank is compact by (11.2.1) and (11.2.10). Whether conversely any compact
mapping is equal to such a limit is still an open problem (see Problem 4).
PROBLEMS
 1.	Let E be a Banach space, A a bounded open subset of E, F a finite dimensional vector
space. Show that for any p ^ 1, the identity mapping /->/ of the Banach space
j^p)(A) (Section 8.12, Problem 8) into ^"^(A) (the latter being replaced by ^(A)
for/? = 1) is a compact operator. (Use the mean value theorem and Ascoli's theorem.)
 2.	Let u be a compact mapping of an infinite dimensional Banach space E into a normed
space F. Show that there is in E a sequence (xn) such that \\xn\\ — 1 for every «, and
lim w(xn) = 0. (Observe that there is a number a > 0 and a sequence (yn) in E such that
/I-+OO
\\yn || = 1 for every n, and \\ym - yn || ^ a for m ^ n (Section 5.9, Problem 3, and (3.16.1)),
and consider the sequence (u(yn)).)
Conclude that if the image by u of the sphere S: \\x \\ = 1 is closed in F, it contains 0.
 3.	Let E be a separable Hilbert space, (en) a Hilbert basis of E, If a is a compact
mapping of E into a normed space F, show that the sequence (u(en)) tends to 0. (Use
contradiction, and show that it is impossible that the sequence (u(en)) should have a
limit b t£ 0 in F.) If, conversely, F is a Banach space and the series of general term
\\u(en)\\2 is convergent, show that u is compact (use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to
prove that the image of the ball \\x\\ ^ 1 by u is precompact).
 4.	Let F be a normed space having the following property: there exists a constant c > 0
such that, for any finite subset (a!)l^i^n of F, and any e > 0, there exists a decomposi-
tion E = M + N of E into a direct sum of two closed subspaces, such that M is finite
dimensional, d(at, M) ^ e for 1 ^ / =s£ n, and if for any x e F, x = p(x) + q(x), where

